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INTRODUCTION

The Lilly Library at Indiana University contains rare books, special collections, and manuscripts. A rare book acquisition program was begun in 1942/3 and was greatly strengthened in 1956 by Mr. J. K. Lilly's significant gift of first editions of great books and manuscripts. Today the Library has more than 356,000 volumes and 3,225,000 manuscripts.

Of particular interest for students of Africa are examples of early African cartography, texts on exploration and travel, manuscripts, volumes on the slave trade, reports of colonization societies and general monographs. The bulk of the material in this bibliography pertains to voyages, exploration and scientific expeditions. Of particular note are the collections of Bernardo Mendel and Professor Charles Boxer.

This bibliography attempts to identify those works in the Lilly Collection which relate to Africa, either wholly or in part. Items which primarily deal with the Orient or the New World, but which make reference to Africa are also included.

The bibliography has been subdivided to cover Africa in general and six regions of the continent. The first section (Africa - General) consists of works that deal with the entire continent. The six regions are: Northern Africa (the Mediterranean littoral, Egypt, and Mediterranean islands); Western Africa (the sub-Saharan areas of West Africa, from present-day Mauritania to Cameroon, and the Cape Verde and Canary Islands; Central Africa (the present day countries of Zaire, Ruanda, Burundi, Central African Republic, Congo-Brazzaville, Gabon, Chad, and Angola); Southern Africa, (South Africa, Namibia (South-West Africa), Rhodesia, Malawi, Zambia, Botswana, Lesotho, and Swaziland); Eastern Africa (the area from the Sudan and Ethiopia to Mozambique); and lastly Madagascar and the Indian Ocean Islands. Those works which have substantial sections on more than one area are listed under the area receiving the greatest attention, and are cross-referenced from the secondary ones.

Many people in the African Studies Program have contributed to compiling this bibliography. Peter Gilliland searched the public catalogue; Catherine Schrodt reviewed the German and Dutch material; Robert H. Brandstetter, George E. Brooks, Kenneth P. Lohrentz, Phyllis Martin, Niza Uslan, and Susan Myers also assisted in the preparation.

Special credit must also go to the staff of the Lilly Library; in particular, Mayellen Bresie, former Curator of the Mendel Collection, Geneva Warner, Head of Reader Services, and William R. Cagle, Acting Director of the Lilly Library.

* * *
AFRICA - GENERAL

   In: Aa, Pieter van der. De aanmertenswaardigste en elomberoem zeelen land-reizen. Leyden [1727?]
   Lilly has v. 1, containing 14 separate parts.
   Voyages of the Portuguese to the East Indies.

2. ----- La galerie agreable du monde . . . Le tout mis en ordre & execute à Leide [1929?] 66 v. in 32. illus., maps.
   t. 60-62: Afrique.

3. ----- Nauukeurige versameling der gedenkwaardigste zee en landreysen na Oost West-Indiën . . . beginnende met het jaar 1246. en eyndigende op dese tijd . . . Leyden, P. vander Aa, 1707. 28 v. in 30. illus., maps.
   A collection of voyages.

4. An abstract of the evidence delivered before a select committee of the House of Commons in the years 1790, and 1791; on the part of the petitioners for the abolition of the slave-trade. London, Printed by James Phillips, 1791. 155 p. illus., map.

   Abridged and translated from Raynal's Histoire philosophique des Indes, by the Duke of Almodóvar.

   Brief references to Cape Verde, Luanda, the Cape of Good Hope and Mozambique.


8. An answer to a calumny: with some remarks upon an anonimous pamphlet, address'd to his Grace the Duke of Newcastle, entitled, Some observations on the assiento trade, as it has been exercised by the South Sea Company . . . London, printed by W. Wildins, 1728. 75p.


14. ----- [Decada primeira - quarta da] Asia de Ioam de Barros dos feitos que os Portugueses fizeram no descobrimento & conquista dos mares & terras do Oriente. Lisboa, G. Galharde, 1615. 1 v. maps. Vol. 4 (Quarta decade), first edition, revised and completed by João Baptista Lavanha. The work was continued by Diogo do Couto.

15. ----- Decada primeira [terceira] da Asia de Ioão de Barros . . . Lisboa, Impressa per Iorge Rodriguez, aa custa de Antonia Gonçalves, 1628. 3 v. ----- See also Couto, Diogo do., 45, 46.

16. Begin ende voortgangh, van de vereenighde Nederlantsche Geoctroyeerde Oost-Indische Compagnie, vervattende de voornaemste reysen by de inwoonderen der selver provincien derwaerts gedaen [Amsterdam] 1645-46. 2 v. illus., maps. Edited anonymously by Isaac Commelin. Includes ships' journals kept by officers and passengers on Dutch voyages to the East Indies.

17. Belknap, Jeremy. A discourse intended to commemorate the discovery of America by Christopher Columbus . . . Printed at the Apollo press, in Boston, by Belknap and Hall, State street, 1792. 132 p. Includes "On the circumnavigation of Africa by the ancients."

   Brief references to Africa.

   A treatise on the advantages that Portugal would derive from the abolition of the African slave trade, with passing references to the Portuguese possessions.

   Lilly also has 1622 and 1674 editions, and French translation, 1662.
   Brief references to Africa.

   Reprint of "Historische ende journaelische aenteyckeningh," in Isaac Commelin's compilation "Begin ende voortgangh," which article is itself a reprint of the original ed., pub. 1634, with considerable additional matter.


   Some references to Africa.

   Lilly also has German translation, 1693.

   Fundamentals of navigation, including a sailing guide for routes from Portugal to the Indies; includes references to Mombasa, Sofala, Mozambique, the Canary Islands and other places in Africa.

   Sailing instructions to Brazil, the upper Guinea coast, the Gulf of Guinea, Congo, Angola, and the offshore islands.

   An abridged version of a manuscript of 1638, giving voyage instructions from Lisbon to India, via the Cape of Good Hope; it also includes information on Mozambique, Sofala, Mombasa and other parts of East Africa.


33. Castanheda, Fernão Lopes de. The first booke of the historie of the discouerie and conquest of the East Indies, enterprised by the Portingales, in their dangerous nauigations, in the time of King Don John, the second of that name . . . London, Thomas East, 1582. 164 l.
   Translated by Nicholas Lichefield.

34. ----- Historia do descobrimento & conquista da India pelos Portugueses . . . Coimbra, Ioão de Barreya, 1551-1561. 9 v. in 8. illus.
   Vol. I (first printed in 1551) is 2d ed. of 1554; v. 8 (originally printed in 1561) and v. 9 (first printed in 1929) are of the 3d ed. 1924-?
   Thirty-one chapters of the lost "livro IX" rediscovered and now published for the first time, by C. Wessels, S. J. The Hague, M. Nijhoff, 1929.
   Lilly also has Spanish translation (1554), French translation (1553), Italian translation (1578), German translation (1565), and English translation (see above).

35. Cérémonies et coutumes religieuses de tous les peuples du monde, représentées par des figures dessinées de la main de Bernard Picard . . . Amsterdam, J. E. Bernard, 1723-37. 7 v. illus.
   Contents include: [t. 3] Cérémonies . . . des Africains. 1728;

37. ---- *Vues et paysages des régions Equinoxiales recueillies dans un voyage autour du monde* ... Paris, Impr. P. Renouard, 1826. 32 p. illus. Bound with *Voyage pittoresque autour de monde*. Includes brief sections on Teneriffe, the Cape of Good Hope and St. Helena.


43. [Cooper, Thomas] *Considerations on the slave trade; and the consumption of West Indian produce*. London, Darton and Harvey, 1791. 16 p.


45. Couto, Diogo do. *Cinco livros da Decada doze da historia da India*. ... Tirado a luz pello Capitão Mel Frz' de Villa Real ... Em Pariz, 1645. 248 p.

47. ------ Decada qvarta [-ovtava] da Asia. Lisboa, P. Craebeeck, 1602-1616, 1673. 5 v. illus.
   Written in continuation of the first 3 decades of João de Barros' Da Asia.

   A collected issue (with additions) of Dampier's voyages.
   Parts II-V of v. 4 are a reprint of Hacke's Collection of original voyages. London, 1699.
   In his circumnavigations of the world, Dampier visited the coast of West Africa, the Canary and Cape Verde Islands, the Cape of Good Hope and Madagascar.

49. ------ A new voyage round the world . . . 2d ed. corr. London, James Knapton, 1697. 550 p. illus., maps.
   Lilly also has French translation, Nouveau voyage autour du monde, Amsterdam, 1698. 2 v.

   First published with the 4th ed. of Dampier's A new voyage round the world, as a continuation of that work.

51. Dapper, Olfert. Description de l'Afrique, contenant les noms, la situation & les confins de toutes ses parties, leurs rivieres, leurs villes & leurs habitations, leurs plantes & leurs animaux; les moeurs, les coûtumes, la langue, les richesses, la religion & le gouvernement de ses peuples . . . Tr. du flamand . . . Amsterdam, Wolfgang, Waesberge, Boom & van Someren, 1686. 534 p. illus., maps.

52. ------ Naukeurige beschrijvinge der Afrikaensche gewesten van Egypten, Barbaryen, Lybien, Biledulgerid, Negrolant, Guinea, Ethiopien, Abyssinie . . . t'Amsterdam, J. van Meurs, 1676. 428, 349 p. illus., maps.
   Contains also his Naukeurige beschrijvinge der Afrikaensche eylanden. 1676.

   Includes substantial information on Portuguese exploration and Jesuit missions in Africa.

54. Eden, Richard, ed. and tr. The decades of the newe worlde or West India, conteyning the nauigations and conquestes of the Spanyardes . . . Written in the Latinhe tounge by Peter Martyr of Angleria, and translated into Englysshe by Richard Eden. Londoni, In aedibus Guilhelmi Powell, 1555. 361 l. illus.
A collection of travels, including selections from Cadamosto, Pigafetta, and descriptions of Egypt and Guinea.

55. ----- The history of trauayle in the VWest and East Indies and other countries lying eyther way, towards the faithfull and ryche Molucaes. As Moscouia, Persia, Arabia, Syria, AEgypte, Ethiopia, Guinea, China in Cathayo and Giapan: VWith a discourse of the Northwest pas-sage . . . Imprinted at London by Richard Iugge, 1577. 466 p.

Eden's Decades of the newe worlde, 1555, rearranged, with some parts omitted and a number of translations added.

56. Escalante, Bernardino de. Discvrs delys los portugueses hazen á los reynos y prouincias del Oriente . . . [Seuilla, biuda de A. Escriuano, 1577] 100 l.

The first three chapters are on Africa, with references to Cape Verde, Caramansa, Kongo, Benin, the Cape of Good Hope, Mozambique and East Africa.


Chapter 6 on Guinea and Angola.


Argument for African colonization.


"Re-published for general circulation, by Indiana yearly meeting of Friends, held at Whitewater, in Wayne County, Indiana, 1844."

62. ----- The case of our fellow creatures, the oppressed Africans, respect-fully recommended to the serious consideration of the legislature of Great-Britain by the people called Quakers. London, Printed, Phila-delphia, Reprinted by Joseph Crukshank, 1784. 13 p.


(Serie Oltremare a cura di Giacomo Prampolini n. 15)

Edited by G. Schefwiller.

65. Galvão, Antonio. The discoveries of the world from their first originall vnto the year of our Lord 1555 ... written in the Portugal tongue by Antonio Galvano ... corrected, quoted and now published in English by Richard Hakluyt ... London, Impensis G. Bishop, 1601. 97 p.

66. ----- Tratado ... dos diversos & desuayrados caminhos por onde nos tempos passados a pimenta & especearia veyo da India às nossas partes & assi de todos descobrimentos antogos & modernos ... [Lisboa] Casa de Ioam da Barreira [1563] 80 t.

67. A general collection of voyages and discoveries, made by the Portuguese and the Spaniards, during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries ... London, W. Richardson [etc.] 1789. 518 p. illus., maps.


69. Great Britain--Parliament--House of Commons. The debate on a motion for the abolition of the slave-trade ... April 18 and 19, 1791 ... London, Printed by and for W. Woodfall, 1791. 123 p.


72. Guerreiro, Fernão. Relaçam annal das covsas que fezeram os padres da Companhia de Iesvs nas partes da India Oriental, & no Brasil, Angola, Cabo Verde, Guine, nos annos de seiscentos & dous & seiscentos & tres ... Vay diuidido em quatre liuros ... Lisboa, Per Iorge Rodrigues, impressor de liuros, 1605. 54, 142 1. Book 4 on Africa.

73. ----- Relaçam annal ... nos annos de 607 & 608 ... Lisboa, P. Crasbeeck, 1611. 344 1. Lilly also has Spanish translation, Madrid, 1614.

74. ----- Relaçam annal ... no anno de 606 & 607 ... Lisboa, P. Crasbeeck, 1609. 204 1. Books 4 and 5 on missions in Africa.

75. Guzman, Luis de. Historia de las misiones que han hecho los religiosos
de la Compañía de Jesús . . . Alcalá, Binda de I. Gracián, 1601. 2 v. illus.
Scattered, brief references to Catholic missions in Africa; also to the history of Prester John in Ethiopia.

Contains the six suppressed "Drake leaves."
Lilly also has 1598-1600, 1599-1600 editions, and "a photo-lithographic facsimile with an Introduction by David Beers Quinn and Raleigh Ashlin Skelton and with a new index by Alison Quinn," Cambridge, Published for the Hakluyt Society and the Peabody Museum of Salem at the University Press, 1965. 2 v.

77. ----- A selection of curious, rare and early voyages . . . chiefly published by Hakluyt, or at his suggestion, but not included in his celebrated compilation, to which, to Purchas, and other general collections, this is intended as a supplement. London, Printed for R. H. Evans and R. Priestly, 1812. 807 p.

Lilly also has revised edition, London, 1744-48.

Account of travels in Africa in 1626, including description of inhabitants along the Guinea coast, at Luanda, the Cape of Good Hope and Madagascar.


Brief references to Africa.

The folding map of the world shows the locations of the various Jesuit missions and colleges.

Includes letters from Brazil, Japan and Africa.

84. ----- Cartas edificantes, y curiosas, escritas de las misiones estrangeras . . . Madrid, Viuda de Manuel Fernandez, 1753-57. 16 v. illus., maps.

85. ----- Choix des lettres edifiantes . . . Paris, 1808-09. 8 v.
Vols. 5-6 include letters from Africa.

86. ----- Diversi avisi particolari dall' Indie di Portogallo, riceuuti dall'anno 1551. sino al 1558 . . . Venice, 1562-1565. 3 v.
Vols. 1-2 include material on Africa.

Includes: Nvovi avisi dall' Indie di Portogallo.
Lilly also has 1565 edition.

Includes much information on Africa, especially in v. 1-5.


Collection of voyages which includes: Wische's Account of the River Nile; Extract of the history of Ethiopia by Balazar Telles; Account of a voyage along the west coast of Africa in 1670-71, commencing at Cape Verde; Description of the empire of Prester-John (Abyssinia).

Includes some material on Africa.


95. Koch, Robert. Reise-berichte über rinderpest, bubonenpest in Indien und

Correspondence from Kimberly, South Africa, and Dar es Salaam, regarding experimentation and pathological aspects of various animal and human diseases.


Photos showing various races, 48 p. at end.


Lilly also has 1734 edition.

Many references to Portuguese colonies in Africa.


An abridgement of A. F. Prevost d'Exile's Histoire générale des voyages, which was first published in Paris, 1746-89.


Lilly has v. 1-35.

Vols. 1-26 are by Laporte; v. 27-28, by L. A. de B. de Fontenay; v. 29-42, by L. Domairon.

Voyages and travels, with information on Egypt and the Barbary states in v. 1; on St. Helena, Madagascar, southeastern Africa, East Africa and Ethiopia in v. 13; on South Africa and the western coast of Africa from Angola to the Gold Coast in v. 14; and from the Ivory Coast to Senegal and the Canary Islands in v. 15.

101. La Roncière, Charles Germaine Marie Bourel de. La découverte de l'Afrique au moyen âge, cartographes et explorateurs . . . Le Caire, Société Royale de Géographie d'Égypte, 1924-1927. 3 v. illus., maps.

102. Lawrence, William Beach. Visitation and search; or, An historical sketch of the British claim to exercise a maritime police over the vessels of all nations, in peace as well as in war, with an inquiry into the expediency of terminating the eighth article of the Ashburton Treaty. Boston, Little Brown and Company, 1858. 218 p.

Includes observations upon the effects of visitation and search upon
the slave-trade.

   First issued in 1648 and edited by L. Coulon.
   Lilly also has 1658 edition.
   His second voyage covers Africa.


105. Leo Africanus, Joannes. A geographical historie of Africa, written in Arabick and Italian by John Leo a More . . . Before which is prefixed a general description of Africa, and also a particular treatise of all the maine lands and isles undescribed by John Leo . . . Translated and collected by Iohn Pory . . . Londini, Impensis Georg. Bishop, 1600. 60, 420 p. map.
   First edition of this translation.
   First published in Italian in Ramusio, Prime volume delle navigazioni et viaggi, 1550.


   In this copy there are added 11 folding maps from a Dutch edition, and 29 double and folding illustrations from a Dutch edition.
   Contents include: The first booke: . . . description of Mossambique . . . The second booke: The true & perfect description of the whole coast of Guinea, Manicongo, Angola, Monomotapa . . .

Lilly also has the second edition, 1619, and the third edition, 1638.


111. Lycosthenes, Conrad. Prodigiorvm ac ostentorvm chronicon... Basileae, per Henricvm Petri [1557] 670 p. illus., maps.
An account of the wonders of the world, including mythological animals and men, with some examples taken from Africa.

Lilly also has other editions and translations into Italian and French.
History of Portuguese exploration and colonization and Jesuit missions.

113. ----- Opera omnia latine scripta... Bergamo, Petrus Lancellottus, 1747. 2 v. illus.
Includes the life of Maffei by Petro Antonio Serassio.

114. Mallet, Alain Manesson. Description de l'univers... Paris, D. Thierry, 1683. 5 v. illus., maps.
Vol. 3 on Africa.


116. Martineau du Plessis, Denis. Nouvelle geographie, ou Description exacte de l'univers. La Haye, chez Conrad Gaullus, 1730. 3 v. illus., maps.
Vol. 3 on Africa.

117. Martinez de la Puente, Jose. Compendio de las historias de los descubrimientos, conquistas, y guerras de la India Oriental... Madrid, en la Imprenta Imperial, por la Viuda de Joseph Fernandez de Buendia, 1681. 380, [34] p.
Detailed descriptions of Portuguese activities on the African coasts, with references to Cape Verde, Caramanca, Gold Coast, Benin, Congo, Mozambique, the Cape of Good Hope and Malindi.


119. Mocquet, Jean. Reysen in Afrique, Asien, Oost- en West-Indien, gedaen
120. ----- Travels and voyages into Africa, Asia, and America, the East and West-Indies; Syria, Jerusalem, and the Holy Land . . . Tr. from the French, by Nathaniel Pullen . . . London, Printed for W. Newton [etc.] 1696. 400 p. illus.


Account of Portuguese exploration in Africa.


On the African slave trade and slavery in Latin America.


Includes references to Tripoli, Mozambique, and the Canary Islands.

Brief references to Africa.

Contains also Balthasar Schultz. Synopsis Historiae naturalis, 1606; Brevis Historia de Homine Microcosmo, 1606.


Account of discoveries and exploration, which discusses the entire Indian ocean area, with brief references to the East and West African coasts, Zanzibar and Madagascar, and occasional references to events and places in the interior, e.g. Monomatapa, Zofala, "Aethiopia."


134. ----- Types of mankind; or, Ethnological researches, based upon the ancient monuments, paintings, sculptures, and crania of races, and upon their natural, geographical, philological and biblical history: illustrated by selections from the inedited papers of Samuel George Norton . . . and by additional contributions from Prof. L. Agassiz, LL.D., W. Usher, M.D., and Prof. H. S. Patterson, M.D. Philadelphia, Lippincott, Granibo & Co., 1854. 738 p. illus., map.

135. [Osborne, Thomas] A collection of voyages and travels . . . relating to any part of the continent of Asia, Africa, America, Europe, or the islands thereof, from the earliest account to the present time . . . Comp. from the curious and valuable library of the late Earl of Oxford . . . London, T. Osborne, 1745. 2 v. illus., maps.

This work is listed as vols. VII and VIII of A. and J. Churchill's collection, in the Catalogue of the Royal Geographical Society.


Lilly also has other editions (1574, 1576, 1580, 1581 and 1597).

An account of Portuguese explorations.

137. ----- Histoire de Portvgal . . . Comprinse en vingt livres, dont les douze
Translated by Simon Goulart.
The place of printing has been variously identified as Paris, Saint Gervais, and Genève.
Lilly also has 1587 edition.

Edited by Heaton Bowstead Robinson.

An oration delivered before Pope Leo X, by Diogo Pacheco, on behalf of King Manoel I of Portugal.

An oration delivered before Pope Julius II, by Diogo Pacheco, on behalf of King Manoel I of Portugal. It is possibly the first official report of the Portuguese conquests in the Far East.


1212 titles, classified.

143. Péron, Captain. Mémoires du capitaine Péron, sur ses voyages aux côtes d'Afrique, en Arabie, à l'Ile d'Amsterdam, aux îles d'Anjouan et de Mayotte, aux côtes nord ouest de l'Amérique, aux îles Sandwich, à la Chine, etc. . . . Paris, Brissot-Thivars [etc.] 1824. 2 v. illus., maps.
Ed. from the author's manuscripts by L. S. Brissot-Thivars.
Includes information on Angola, the Cape of Good Hope, Madagascar, Ile de France and the Mascarenes.

History of exploration and discovery, including Portuguese travels in Africa.

145. Peuchet, Jacques. État des colonies et du commerce des Européens dans
Includes information on the slave trade and abolition, as well as other commerce.

Letters and reports by the earliest European travelers to America and East India.
Includes brief references to Africa.

Italian translation of Itinerarium orientale R. P. F. Philippi a SSma Trinitate... published in 1649.
Brief references to the African colonies of Portugal.

148. [Poncelin de la Roche-Tilhac, Jean Charles] Almanach américain, asiatique et africain, ou état physique, politique, ecclesiastique & militaire des colonies d'Europe en Asie, en Afrique & en Amérique...
Paris, l'auteur, 1786. 386, 82 p.


150. Prévost, Antoine François, called Prévost d'Exiles, ed. Histoire générale des voyages; ou, Nouvelle collection de toutes les voyages par mer et par terre... Paris, Didot, etc., 1746-89. 20 v. illus., maps.

151. Purchas, Samuel. Pvrchas his Pilgrimage. Or, Relations of the world and the religions observed in all ages and places discovered, from the creation unto this present. In four partes. This first containeth a theologall and geographical historie of Asia, Africa, and America, with the islands adjacent... London, Printed by W. Stansby for H. Fetherstone, 1613. 752 p.
Lilly also has 3d ed., London, 1617.

152. ----- Haklvtvs posthumus or Pvrchas his pilgrimes. Contayning a history of the World, in sea voyages & lande-trauells, by Englishmen & others... London [Printed by William Stansby] for Ilen: Fetherston, 1625-26. 5 v. illus., maps.
Vol. I contains the uncancelled map "Designatio Orbis Christiani."

153. Pyrard, François. Voyage de François Pyrard de Laval contenant sa
navigation aux Indes Orientales, aux Moluques & au Bresil ... Paris, Chez Samvel Thibovst et Chez Remy Dallin, 1615. 2 v.

First published with title: Discours du voyage des Franços aux Indes Orientales ... Paris, 1611. Attributed also to Pierre de Bergeron and Jérome Bignon.

Lilly also has 3d ed., Paris, 1619.
Contains some material on Africa.

154. Queluz, João Severiano Maciel da Costa, marquez de. Memoria sobre a necessidade de abolir a introdução dos escravos africanos no Brasil; sobre o modo e condiçõis com que esta aboliçõ se deve fazer; e sobre os meios de remediar a falta de brazos que ela pode ocasionar. Coimbra, Imprensa da Universidade, 1821. 90 p.

Vol. 1-2 published in 1606; v. 3 in 1556.
Lilly also has other editions.

156. Raynal, Guillaume Thomas François. Histoire philosophique et politique des établissements & du commerce des Européens dans les deux Indes ... La Haye, Gosse, fils, 1774. 7 v. illus., maps.
Includes many references to Africa.
Lilly also has other editions (1774, 1778, 1780).

157. ---- A philosophical and political history of the settlements and trade of the Europeans in the East and West Indies ... Newly translated from the Frence, by J. O. Justamond, F. R. S. with a new set of maps adapted to the work ... London, Printed for A. Strahan and T. Cadell, 1788. 8 v. illus., maps.

158. Recueil d'observations curieuses, sur les mœurs, les coutumes, les usages, les différentes langues [etc. ] ... de différents peuples de l'Asie, de l'Afrique, & de l'Amerique. Paris, Prault Fils, 1749. 4 v.

159. [Renneville, René Augustin Constantin de] A collection of voyages undertaken by the Dutch East India Company ... Tr. into English ... London, Printed for W. Freeman [etc. ] 1703. 336 p. maps.
Translation of the author's "Recueil des voyages ..." which itself was translated mostly from Izaak Commelin's compilation "Begin ende voortgangh van de Vereenighde Nederlandtsche geestroyeerde Oost-Indische campagnie."


161. San Román de Ribadeneyra, Antonio. Historia General de la Yndia Oriental, los descubrimientos, y conquistas, que han hecho las armas de Portugal, en el Brasil, y en Otras partes de Africa, y de la Asta ... Valladolid, Por Luis Sanchez acosta de Diego Perez, 1603. 804 p.


Includes information on Africa.


173. ------ Printed maps of the continent of Africa and regional maps south of the tropic of cancer, 1500-1600. London, Map Collectors' Circle, 1966. 2 v. illus. (Map collectors' series, no. 29, 30)

174. ------ A sequence of maps of Africa. London, Map Collectors' Circle, 1972. 10 p. illus., maps. (Map collectors' series, no. 82)


176. Travels of the Jesuits, into various parts of the world: compiled from their letters. Now first attempted in English . . . with extracts from other travellers and miscellaneous notes. By Mr. Lockman. London, John Noon, 1743. 2 v. illus., maps.
Principally translated from the Lettres édifiantes et curieuses, edited by C. Le Gobien.
General index bound at the end of v. I.
Lilly also has 1762 edition.

Translated by Bissel from Victoria's Naufragio y peregrination en la costa del Peru. Sevilla, 1610.
Lilly also has 2d ed. (1698) and first edition in German (1622).
Includes brief references to the Canary Islands and Portuguese African colonies.


Vol. 2, chapter XI, p. 251-313, on animals of Africa; scattered references to Africa throughout.

   The expedition stopped at Madeira and the Cape Verde Islands.
   Contains sailing information for areas off the coasts of Africa.

   Contents include, in vol. I, a general geographical description of the African continent, and in vol. II, the history of European exploration and contact with Ethiopia, Kordofan, Sennar, Dongola, Nubia and Egypt, from classical times to the early 19th century.

182. The world displayed; or, A curious collection of voyages and travels, selected from the writers of all nations . . . London, Printed for J. Newberry, at the Bible and Sun, in St. Paul's Church-Yard, 1759-1761. 20 v. illus., maps.

   Vol. I on Africa.

NORTHERN AFRICA


French translation of the Passio gloriosi martyríis veati patris fratris Andrec de Spoleto.


Information on North Africa, particularly Morocco.


Barth, Heinrich. Travels and discoveries . . . See no. 315.


Lilly also has 1588 edition.


Concerns the Venerable Geronimo, buried alive at Algiers in 1569, and the discovery of his body in the 19th century.


Description of the battle of the Nile, " . . . first printed in the True Briton and the Sun newspapers."


199. Calvete de Estrella, Juan Cristóbal. De aphrodisio expugnato, quod vulgo Aphrican vocant, commentarius. Antwerp, Martin Nutius, 1551. 54, 6 1. Account of the capture of Mahdia, Tunisia, by the Spanish in 1550. Mahdia was known in the Middle Ages and Renaissance as "Aphrodisio" or "Africa."


201. [Campbell, John] 1708-1775. The travels of Edward Brown, Esq., formerly a merchant in London, containing . . . his remarks in his journeys through the lower and upper Egypt; together with a brief description of the Abyssinian empire . . . London, Printed for T. Longman [ etc.] 1753. 2 v.


205. Cholmley, Sir Hugh, bart., 1632-1688. An account of Tangier, with some account of himself and his journey through France and Spain to that place . . . London, 1787. 102 p.


209. [Conestaggio, Girolamo Franchi di] The historie of the uniting of the kingdom of Portugall to the crowne of Castill: containing the last warres of the Portugals against the Moores of Africke . . . London, Imprinted by A. Hatfield for E. Blount, 1600. 324 p. Translated from the Italian work pub. under the name of Conestaggio at Genon, in 1585, attributed by many to Juan de Silva, conde de Portalegre.

210. Contrato do povimento da gente de Tangere que se fez no Conselho de Fazenda com Diogo Nunes Pereira . . . Lisbon, Miguel de Slandes, 1699. 10 1. A Portuguese government treasury contract with one Diogo Nunes Pereira to supply Tangier for three years.


Includes descriptions of Egypt, Cairo and Algiers.

A Viennese newsletter announcing the capture of the Mahdia in Tunis by the soldiers of Charles V; includes account of merchants and trade in the captured city.


"Egypt, by E. M. Forster": p. 3-12.

Describes the death of King Sebastian of Portugal while fighting the Moors and the battle of Al Kasr al Kebir in 1578.

221. Frejus, Roland de. *The relation of a voyage made into Mauritania, in Africk . . . in the year 1666., to Muley Arxid, king of Tafiletta, &c., for the establishment of a commerce in all the kingdom of Fez, and all his other conquests. With a letter, in answer to divers curious questions concerning the religion, manners, and customs of his countreys, also their trading to Tombutm for gold, and divers other remarkable particulars: by Mons. A. Charand who lived 25 years in the kingdom of Sus and Morocco.* English'd out of French. London, Printed by W. Godbid and are to be sold by Moses Pitt, 1671. 2 v. in 1.


Travels in Algeria.

225. Great Britain--Parliament--House of Commons. The humble address of the House of Commons presented to His Majesty upon Tuesday the 21 day of December, 1680 . . . [N. p., 1680] 133-143 p. Concerns, among other things, the King's request for assistance in defending Tangier.


235. [L. S.] A letter from a gentleman of the Lord Ambassador Howard's retinue, to his friend in London: dated at Fez, Nov. 1, 1669. Wherein he gives a full relation of the most remarkable passages in their voyage
thither, and of the present state of the countries under the power of Taffaletta, emperour of Morocco; with a brief account of the merchan-
dizing commodities of Africa; as also, the manner and customs of the
36 p.

236. [La Faye, Jean Baptiste de] Voyage pour le redemption des captifs, aux
royaumes d'Alger et de Tunis. Falt en 1720 . . . Paris, Chez L. A.
Sevestre [etc.] 1721. 169, 306 p. illus.
"Première liste des esclaves crétiens, racheté à Alger; avec le
journal de leur route, & de leur reception dans les principales villes
du royaume."
"La tradition de l'eglise, pour soulagement ou le rachat des captifs".
306 p. at end.

237. ----- A voyage to Barbary, for the redemption of captives; performed (in
1720) by the Mathurin-Trinitarian fathers . . . With lists of more than
400 slaves ransomed (by the royal bounty of their late and present ma-
jesties) from Mequeniz: also very exact draughts of that place, Alcasar,
Oran, and its neighbourhood, with maps, etc. To which is subjoined,
the History, ancient and modern, of Oran. &c. [by John Morgan?] With
a Journal of the Spaniards procedure in those their recent African con-
quests [by the Abbé Boulet] . . . London, C. Corbett [etc.] 1835
[1735] 146, 158 p. illus., maps.
Translated by John Morgan.
The maps and plans by Henry Boyde.

238. La Mottraye, Aubry de. Travels through Europe, Asia, and into part of
Africa . . . London, Printed for the author, 1723. 2 v. illus., maps.
The author spent a short time in Tripoli.


240. Lord, Perceval Barton. Algiers, with notices of the neighbouring states

241. Lucas, Paul. Voyage du sieur Paul Lucas . . . dans la Turquie, l'Asie,
Sourie, Palestine, haute et basse Egypte, &c . . . Amsterdam,
Steenhouwer & Uytwerp, 1720. 2 v. in 1. illus., maps.

242. Lyon, George F. A narrative of travels in northern Africa, in the years
1818, 19, and 20; accompanied by geographical notices of Soudan and
ilus., maps.

de la Chronique des Lettres Françaises, 1928. 63 p.

244. Magazine of travel. Travels in the two hemispheres . . . 2d ed. Detroit,
Doughty, Straw & Co. [etc.] 1858. 576 p.
Includes, "Land of pyramids, or, A winter in Egypt," by Warren Isham.


248. Martin, Mrs. Maria. History of the captivity and sufferings of Maria Martin, who was six years a slave in Algiers . . . to which is added, a concise history of Algiers . . . New York, Evert Duyckinck, 1813. 108 p.


253. Morales, Juan Bautista de. Jornada de Africa, del Rey Don Sebastian de Portugal. Seville, Gabriel Ramos Vejarano, 1622. 12, 61, 2 l. The crusade and death in Morocco of King Sebastian of Portugal, and
the battle of Al Kasr al Kebir in 1578.

Morigi, Paolo. Histoire de l'origine de tovetes les religions . . . See no. 529.


From a manuscript dated 992 A. H. (1584).

257. Notícia da grande batalha, que houve na Praca de Mazagão no dia 6 de fevereiro do presente anno de 1757. Lisboa, 1757. 7 p.

Description of battle against the Moors in Morocco.

258. Ockley, Simon. An account of south-west Barbary; containing what is most remarkable in the territories of the King of Fez and Morocco . . . To which are added, two letters: one from the present King of Morocco to Colonel Kirk; the other to Sir Cloudeley Shovell, with Sir Cloudeley's answer . . . London, Printed for J. Bowyer, and H. Clements, 1713. 152 p. map.


The conquest of Alexandria and Cairo in A.D. 640.


Includes information on Egyptian and Ethiopian Christians.

261. A particular narrative of a great engagement between the garrison of Tangier, and the Moors . . . on the 27th of October last. In the Savoy, Thomas Newcombe, 1680. 8 p.


264. Poseley, M. A letter from Tangier... describing the causes, manner and time, of the demolishing of Tangier, November the fifth, in the year 1683. London, Printed for J. Smith, 1683.
   Broadsheet.

   "Based on literal renderings of the hieroglyphic texts into Italian by Boris de Rachewiltz."

266. [Pückler-Muskau, Hermann Ludwig Heinrich, Fürst von] Aus Mehemed Ali's Reich... Vom Verfasser der Briefe eines Verstorbenen...
   Stuttgart, Hallberger'sche Verlagshandlung, 1844. 3 v.

   Contents include: Th. 1. Aegypten.

268. Rea, John. A letter to William Bainbridge, esqr., formerly commander of the United States ship George Washington; relative to some transactions, on board said ship, during a voyage to Algiers, Constantinople, &c.

   Contents include: Beschreibung seiner in dem Jahre 1730 durch Egypten gethanen Reise, by Diereville.

270. Relação da batallia, que o presidio de Margazam teve com os mouros en o dia primeiro de mayo do anno de 1753. Lisboa, [1753] 8 p.
   Description of battle against the Moors in Morocco at the port of Mazagan on the Atlantic coast.

271. Relacion muy verdadera de todo lo que ha passado en la venida, y cerco que puso el Rey de Argel sobre Oran... Granada, R. Rabut, 1563.
   Description of Oran.

272. Richardson, James. Narrative of a mission to Central Africa performed in the years 1850-51... London, Chapman and Hall, 1853. 2 v. map.

273. Riley, James, 1777-1840. An authentic narrative of the loss of the American brig Commerce, wrecked on the western coast of Africa, in the month of August, 1815. With an account of the sufferings of her surviving officers and crew, who were enslaved by the wandering Arabs on the great African desert, or Zahahrah... Preceded by a brief sketch of the author's life; and concluded by a description of the famous city of Tombuctoo, on the River Niger... With an Arabic and English vocabulary. Hartford, the Author, 1817. 460 p.
274. ----- Sequel to Riley's narrative; being a sketch of interesting incidents in the life, voyages and travels of Capt. James Riley, from the period of his return to his native land, after his shipwreck . . . until his death. Compiled chiefly from the original journal and manuscripts left at his death in possession of his son, W. Willshire Riley. Columbus [Ohio], George Brewster; Springfield, A. R. Wright, 1851. 448 p.

Contains extensive annotations by Vachel Lindsay.


Bound with other accounts under title Länder-und Völker-Gemälder.


Imprint may be spurious. Probably printed in Paris. Lilly also has copy in Italian, with imprint "Filadelfia, A spese della societá Stecchi e Del-Vivo, 1780," which appears to have been printed in Italy and given spurious imprint.
Includes material on Carthage.


282. Salazar, Pedro de (historian). Hystoria de la guerra y presa de Africa: con la destruycion de la villa de Monazter, y ysta del Gozo, y perdida de Tripol de Berberia; con otras muy nuevas cosas. Naples, Matria, 1552. 120 l.
A contemporary chronicle of naval and land engagements of the
Genoese, Venetians and Spanish with the Turks. Focus is on the capture of Mahdia in Tunis by the Spanish in 1550.


286. [A short account of Algiers, containing a description of the climate of that country, of the manners and customs of the inhabitants, and of their several wars against Spain, France, England, Holland, Venice, and other powers of Europe, from the usurpation of Barbarossa and the invasion of the Emperor Charles V. to the present time; with a concise view of the origin of the rupture between Algiers and the United States . . . Philadelphia, Printed by J. Parker for M. Carey, 1794] 46 p. map.


292. Sucessos de Flandes, Alemanis, y Africa, desde diez y seys de setiembre
Bound in a collection of 24 pieces, with title "Papeles varios antiguos,"
call number F 3444, C17 Mendel Collection.
Includes brief references to North Africa.

293. [Terrasson, Jean] Sethos, histoire, ou, Vie tirée des monumens anec-
dotes de l'ancienne Égypte, traduite d'un manuscrit Grec. Nouvelle éd.
. . . Paris, Chez Desaint, 1767. 2 v.

At head of title: Jérôme et Jean Tharaud.
Lilly also has proof copy extensively revised by the author.
Description of Algeria.

295. ---- Rabat; ou, Les heures marocaines. Paris, Émile-Paul Frères,
1918. 267 p.
At head of title; Jérôme et Jean Tharaud.

296. Tofiño de San Miguel, Vicente. Derrotero de las costas de España en el
Mediterráneo, y su correspondiente de Africa para inteligencia y uso de
las cartas esféricas . . . Madrid, Imp. de la viuda de Ibarra, hijos y
compañía, 1787. 227 p.
Pilot guide mainly for the Mediterranean area.

297. [Tyler, Royall] The Algerine captive; or, The life and adventures of
Doctor Updike Underhill: six years a prisoner among the Algerines
. . . Walpole, N. H., D. Carlisle, June, 1797. 2 v.
Lilly also has 1816 edition.

298. Valeriano Bolzani, Giovanni Pierio. Hieroglyphica sive de sacris
Aegyptiorvm . . . Basileae, Per T. Guarinum, 1567. 2 v. in 1. illus.
Second enlarged edition.

299. Valle, Piero della. Reise-Beschreibung in unterschiedliche Theile der
Welt . . . Genff, Johann-Herman Widerholds, 1674. v. in 1. illus.
Includes correspondence from Cairo, describing pyramids and
mummies, and the cities of Alexandria and Cairo.

300. Villegagnon, Nicolas Durand de. Caroli V. Imperatoris expeditio in
Emperor Charles V's unsuccessful attack on Algiers, 1541, by an
eyewitness.

301. Wallace, Susan Arnold (Elston). The repose in Egypt, a medley, [and

233 p.
Includes many references to North Africa.
Lilly also has 1890 edition.

     Lilly also has 1932 edition.
     Travels include Egypt and Algiers.

305. Young, Thomas. An account of some recent discoveries in hieroglyphical literature and Egyptian antiquities. Including the author's original alphabet, as extended by Mr. Champollion, with a translation of five unpublished Greek and Egyptian manuscripts. London, J. Murray, 1823. 160 p. illus.

307. Adams, Robert. The narrative of Robert Adams, a sailor, who was wrecked on the western coast of Africa, in the year 1810, was detained three years in slavery by the Arabs of the great desert, and resided several months in the city of Tombuctoo.


309. The Africa trade in no danger of being lost, otherwise than by the design of the company. N.p. [1711] 2 p.
I.e., the Company of royal adventurers in England trading to Africa.


Lilly also has 1737 edition.

This is v. 5 in A collection of voyages and travels . . . by Awnsham and John Churchill. London, 1732. 6 v.
Includes an account of a voyage to the Congo, by James Barbot, nephew of the author.


Pages 122-140 contain a reprint of a dispatch from special correspondent G. A. Henty to the Standard.
317. Beaver, Philip. African memoranda: relative to an attempt to establish a British settlement on the island of Bulama, on the western coast of Africa, in the year 1792. With a brief notice of the neighbouring tribes, soil, productions, &c. . . . And some observations on the facility of colonizing that part of Africa, with a view to cultivation; and the introduction of letters and religion to its inhabitants: but more particularly as the means of gradually abolishing African slavery. London, C. and R. Baldwin, 1805. 500 p. illus., map.

318. [Benezet, Anthony] A short account of that part of Africa, inhabited by the Negroes. With respect to the fertility of the country; the good disposition of many of the natives, and the manner by which the slave trade is carried on. Extracted from divers authors, in order to show the iniquity of that trade, and the falsity of the arguments usually advanced in its vindication . . . 2d ed. . . . Philadelphia, Printed by W. Dunlap, 1762. 80 p.


Description of the Canary Islands.

See no. 320.


"Traicté . . ." [par Pierre Bergeron] 1629, includes accounts of voyages, made by the French and other nationalities, to the Canary Islands and other parts of Africa.

This edition, prepared in 1625 by Galien de Bethencourt, who inherited the manuscript, was published under the editorship of Pierre de Bergeron.


Bowles, Paul F. Yallah. See no. 195.


332. Clarke, Robert. Sierra Leone, a description of the manners and customs of the liberated Africans; with observations upon the natural history of the colony, and a notice of the native tribes, &c. &c. London, James Ridgway [n. d.] 178 p.


Includes references to the Azores, and the Canary and Madeira Islands.


337. Denham, Dixon, Hugh Clapperton, and Walter Oudney. Narrative of travels and discoveries in northern and central Africa, in the years 1822, 1823, and 1824... Extending across the great desert to the tenth degree of northern latitude, and from Kouka in Bornou, to Sackatoo, the capital of the Felatah empire... London, John Murray, 1826. 336, 270 p. illus., maps.

The appendix at end contains: Translations from the Arabic, of various letters and documents, brought from Bornou and Soudan; Bornu, Bengharmi, Mandara, and Timbuctoo vocabularies; and scientific notes.

338. Drake, Daniel. Dr. Daniel Drake's letters on slavery to Dr. John C. Warren, of Boston, Reprinted from the National Intelligencer, Washington, April 3, 5, and 7, 1851; with an introduction by Emmet Field Horine... New York, Schuman's, 1940. 69 p. illus.

Includes information on the colonization of Liberia by American Negroes.


341. Duquesne, Abraham. A new voyage to the East-Indies in the years 1690 and 1691... To which is added, a new description of the Canary Islands, Cape Verd, Senegal and Gambia, &c. London, Printed for D. Dring, 1696. 187, 128 p. illus., maps.


Includes The voyages of the Sieur Lemaire to the Canary Islands and an anonymous work: Relations of the islands and adjacent places of the rivers of Bresalina, Gambia, Zamenee, St. Domingo, Geve, &c.


A defense of mercantilism, with a brief discussion of the British role in West Africa.
Includes references to the Canary Islands.

344. Figaniere e Morão, Joaquim César de. Descrição de Serra-Leoa e seus contornos. A qual se ajuntão os trabalhos da Comissão Mixta Portugueza e Ingleza ... Lisboa, J. B. Mornado, 1823. 94 p.

345. Figueiredo, Manuel de. Hydrographia ... Com os roteiros de Portugal pela o Brasil, Rio da Prata, Guiné, Sam Thomé, Angöla, & Indias de Portugal, & Castella. Lisboa, Impresso por V. Álvarez, 1614. 44, 68 1. illus., map.
Contains also his Roteiro. 1609.

Attributed by some authorities to Willem Usselinx.
Scattered references to Guinea.

The Canary Islands and Mauritius are mentioned.

348. ----- Guineischer und americanisher blumenpusch ... Nürenberg, In verlegung Paul Fürstens ... wittib und erben, gedruckt daselbst bey Christoph Gerhard, 1669. 399, 109 p. illus.
Appended: Guineische und westindianische reissbeschreibung ... von Michael Hemmersam ... Nürenberg, Paul Fürstens ... wittib und erben [1669]

Frejus, Roland de. The relation of a voyage made into Mauritania ... See no. 221.

Includes information on the Cape Verde Islands, and on the trade between the West African coast and South America.
Lilly also has translations into German (1718, 1745, 1749) and Dutch (1718).

350. ----- A voyage to the South-Sea, and along the coasts of Chili and Peru ... With a postscript by Dr. Edmund Halley ... London, Printed for J. Bowyer, 1717. 335 p. illus., maps.
English translation of the preceding item.

351. Froger, François. Relation d'un voyage fait en 1695, 1696. & 1697. aux
cotes d'Afrique, détroit de Magellan, Bresil, Cayenne et isles Antilles . . . Amsterdam, Chez les héritiers d'Antoine Schelte, 1699. 227 p. illus., map.
Lilly also has other editions: Paris, 1700; Amsterdam, 1702.
Description of Goree, the Gambia and the Cape Verde Islands, and an account of the siege of James Island in the Gambia.


353. Glas, George, tr. The history of the discovery and conquest of the Canary Islands: tr. from a Spanish manuscript . . . With an enquiry into the origin of the ancient inhabitants. To which is added, A description of the Canary Islands, including the modern history of the inhabitants, and an account of their manners, customs, trade, &c. London, Printed for R. and J. Dodsley [etc.] 1764. 368 p. illus., maps.

Treaty signed 1898, 1899, ratified June 13, 1899.


Lilly also has the second edition, Troy, 1797.
Includes extensive descriptions of the Ibo.

Includes information on the Cape Verde Islands, the Canary Islands and the coast of Guinea.

   Facsimile t.-p.: The rare travailes of Job Hortop, an Englishman, who was not heard of in three and twentieth yeers space. Wherein is declared the dangers he escaped in his voyaige to Gynnie ... Printed for VViliam VVright, 1591.
   Hortop accompanied the expedition of Sir John Hawkins, 1567-1568. This account includes a short description of slave-trading on the West African coast, as well as an account of Mexico and other parts of Latin America.

360. Hutton, William, consul for Ashantee. A voyage to Africa: including a narrative of an embassy to one of the interior kingdoms, in the year 1820 ... London, Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown, 1821. 488 p. illus., maps.

361. Indiana Colonization Society. Twelfth annual report with the proceedings at its annual meeting. Indianapolis, Ind., John D. Defrees, 1847. 32 p.
   Regarding the colonization of Liberia.


   An account of various travelers' misfortunes, which includes the marooning of Robert Adams' ship on a sandbank about 100 miles north of the Senegal River in 1810, and travels inland to Timbuctoo and across the desert to North Africa.


366. Labat, Jean Baptiste. Nouvelle relation de l'Afrique occidentale: contenant une description exacte du Senegal & des pais situes entre le Cap-Blanc & la Riviere de Serrelionne, jusqu'a plus de 300 lieues en avant dans les terres, l'histoire naturelle de ces pais, les differentes nations qui y sont repandues, leurs religions & leurs moeurs ... A Paris, Chez Guillaume Cavelier, 1728. 5 v. illus., maps.

367. ----- Voyage du chevalier des Marchais en Guinée, isles voisines, et a Cayenne, fait en 1725, 1726, & 1727. Contenant une description très exacte & très étendue de ces pais, & du commerce qui s'y fait ... Amsterdam, Aux depens de la Compagnie, 1731. 4 v. maps.


370. Lander, Richard Lemon, and John Lander. Journal of an expedition to explore the course and termination of the Niger; with a narrative of a voyage down that river to its termination. London, John Murray, 1832. 3 v. illus., map. Lilly also has second edition, London, 1838.

371. Lange, Jacob de. Demonomanie; of, Der mooren wonderheden, zijnde een verhael, of voigleie, nae het Moorse koninkrijk van Guinea, alsmede van haar fittities, of de magie, 't welk is toverij ... Amsterdam, B. Schouwers, 1658. 288 p.


373. Lindsay, John. A voyage to the coast of Africa, in 1758. Containing a succinct account of the expedition to, and the taking of the island of Goree, by a squadron commanded by the Honourable Augustus Keppel. London, Printed for S. Patterson, 1759. 110 p. illus., maps.


Lyon, George F. A narrative of travels in northern Africa ...
See no. 242.


376. [Marees, Pieter de] Wahrhafftige historische Beschreibung dess gewaltigen goltreichen Königreichs Guinea, sonst das Goltgestatt von Mina genannt / so in Africa gelegen ... Frankfurt a. M., Durch Johann Theodor unnd Johann Israel von Bry, Gedruckt ... bey Wolffgang Richtern, 1603. 228 p. illus. Translated and abridged from the Dutch by Gotthard Arthus. According to Tiele, this voyage is De Bry, Petits Voyages, VI.
377. Mascarenhas, José Freire de Monterroyo. Relacam da embayxadam que o poderoso rey de Angome, Kiay Chiri Broncom, senhor dos dilatadismos sertoes de Guine mandou ao ... Luiz Peregrino de Ataide, conde de Atouga ... e ... Vice-Rey do Estado do Brasil: pedindo a amizade, e alianca do ... Rey de Portugal ... Lisboa, Francisco da Silva, 1751. 11 p.

An account of an embassy from the ruler of Angome in Guinea to the court of the Portuguese viceroy in Brazil.

378. Matthews, John, R. N. A voyage to the River Sierra-Leone, on the coast of Africa; containing an account of the trade and productions of the country, and of the civil and religious customs and manners of the people ... With an additional letter on the subject of the African slave trade. Also a chart of part of the coast of Africa; from Cape St. Ann, to the river Rionoonas; with a view of the island Bananas. London, Printed for B. White and Son and J. Sewell, 1788. 183 p. map.


380. Moore, Francis. Travels into the inland parts of Africa: containing a description of the several nations for the space of six hundred miles up the river Gambi ... with a particular account of Job Ben Solomon ... To which is added, Capt. Stubbs's voyage up to Gambia in the year 1723, to make discoveries; with an accurate map of that river taken on the spot ... Also extracts from the Nubian's geography, Leo the African, and other authors antient and modern, concerning the Niger, Nile, or Gambia ... London, Printed by E. Cave for the author, 1738. 305, 86, 23 p. illus., map.


Includes information on Guinea.

382. Nederlandsche West-Indische Compagnie. Wederlegging van de argumenten ... geallegeert door den heere Diogo de Mendoza Corte-Real, Envoyé Extraordinaris van zyn Majestéit de Koning van Portugaal ... by zyne memorie ... aan ... de ... Staaten Generaal der Vereenigde Nederlanden, overgegeven ... 1727, teneinde daar mede te refuteren het vertoogh, door de Generale West-Indische Compagnie ... ge-presenteert in ... 1725, houdende redenen, waaromme de Portugeesen niet bevoeght zyn, te vaaren op de bovenkust van Guinea, noch op de benedenkust van Guinea ... [Den Haag, 1727] 36 p.

383. Nouveaux voyages aux cotes de Guinee et en Amerique, par M. N***.
Amsterdam, Chez De Cene, 1739. 416 p. illus.
Relation the voyage, made in 1702, to West Africa, and includes descriptions of Goree, Cape Verde Islands, the coast of Liberia and the Gulf of Guinea.


Brief references to Guinea.

Translated from the Dutch by Gotthard Arthus.
The vessel touched at Guinea, Buenos Aires, and Bahia.

Edited, with life of Park and later section of anecdotes, by John Whishaw. Text includes journal of Isaaco, Park's guide.
Lilly also has second edition, revised and corrected, London, 1815, and French translation, Paris, 1820.

Edited by Bryan Edwards; text includes a poem by the Duchess of Devonshire, set to music.
Lilly also has second edition, London, 1799.

Contains descriptions of the Canary Islands and Mauritius.

391. Read, Sir Charles H., and Ormonde Maddock Dalton. Antiquities from the city of Benin and from other parts of West Africa in the British
Richardson, James. Narrative of a mission to central Africa. See no. 272.


Savigny, Jean Baptiste Henri, and Alexander Corréard. Narrative of a voyage to Senegal in 1816; undertaken by order of the French government, comprising an account of the shipwreck of the Medusa, the sufferings of the crew and the various occurrences on board the raft, in the desert of Zaara, at the camp of Daccard; to which are adjoined observations respecting the agriculture of the western coast of Africa, from Cape Blanco to the mouth of the Gambia, by J. B. Henry Savigny and Alexander Corréard. London, Printed for Henry Colburn, 1818. 360 p. illus. Translation of Naufrage de la frigate la Méduse.

Schotte, Johann Peter. A treatise on the synochus atrabiliosa, a contagious fever, which raged at Senegal in the year 1778. To which is prefixed, a journal of the weather. And a short reflexion of the gum trade of Senegal. London, Printed for the author, by M. Scott, and sold by J. Murray, 1782. 168, 169 p.

Schouten, Willem Corneliszoon. Journael: ofte, Beschrijvinghe van der wonderlijcke reyse gedaen door Willem Cornelisz. Schouten van Hoorn, in de jaren 1615, 1616, en 1617. Hoe hy bezuyden de Straet van Magellanes een nieuwe passagie ofte strate, tot in de goote Zuyd-Zee, onteckt, endevoort geheelen aerdt-kloot omgezeylt heeft. To Hoorn, Gedruckt by Isaac Willemsz, 1648. 56 p. illus., maps. First edition was published in Amsterdam in 1618. Lilly also has French translation, Paris, 1618; Latin translation, Amsterdam, 1619; Latin translation, probably by Nicolaas van Wassenaer, Novi freti, a parte merdionali freti Magellanici. Amsterdam, 1619; and Reprint of the Spanish version of 1619, Santiago de Chile, 1897. Includes descriptions of the Canary Islands and Sierra Leone.

Sierra Leone Company. Substance of the report delivered by the court of directors of the Sierra Leone Company, to the general court of proprietors, on Thursday the 29th March, 1804. London, Printed by W. Phillips, 1804. 60 p.

----- Substance of the report of the court of directors of the Sierra Leone Company, delivered to the general court of proprietors, on Thursday the 26th February, 1795. London, Printed by James Phillips, 1795. 23 p.

Simpson, William, civilian. A private journal kept during the Niger
expedition, from the commencement in May, 1841, until the recall of
the expedition in June, 1842. London, J. F. Shaw [and] Hamilton,

399. Sitwell, Sacheverell. Mauretania, warrior, man, and woman. London,
Duckworth [1940] 328 p. maps on end-papers.

400. Skertchly, J. Alfred. Dahomey as it is; being a narrative of eight month's
residence in that country, with a full account of the . . . customs . . .
of the Ffous; also an appendix in Ashantee, and a glossary of Dahoman

401. Snelgrave, William. An account of some parts of Guinea, and the slave-
trade, containing I. The history of the late conquest of the kingdom of
Whidaw by the king of Dahomè. The author's journey to the conqueror's
camp . . . II. The manner how negroes become slaves . . . III. A
relation of the author's being taken by pirates, and the many dangers he
map.

402. ----- Nouvelle relation de quelques endroits de Guinee, et du commerce
d'esclaves qu'on y fait . . . Traduite . . . par Mr. A. Fr. D. de

403. Some remarkable particulars concerning the rapid civilization of the
Negroes, in the colony of Sierra Leone, West Africa: wherein the
power of the gospel is strikingly displayed. Compiled, by permission,
from the registers and reports of the Church Missionary Society.

404. Spilsbury, Francis B. Account of a voyage to the western coast of Africa
. . . in the year 1805 . . . London, Printed for Richard Phillips by ywy
J. G. Bernard, 1807. 43 p. illus.

405. Stanley, Sir Henry Morton. Coomassie and Magdala; the story of two Bri-
Ltd., 1891. 402 p. illus., maps.

406. Struys, Jan Janszoon. The perillous and most unhappy voyages of John
Struys . . . in Europe, Africa and Asia . . . Rendered out of Nether-
illus.
Includes descriptions of Sierra Leone and Madagascar.

407. Texier, A. Adrien de. Les colons de toutes couleurs: histoire d'un
établissement nouveau à la côte de Guinée. Berlin, 1798. 3 t.
A novel.

408. Thomas, Charles W. Adventures and observations on the west coast of
Africa, and its islands. Historical and descriptive sketches of Madeira,
Canary, and Cape Verde islands . . . London, Binns & Goodwin [1864]
250 p.
409. U. S. Congress. House. Committee on Naval Affairs. Report of the Naval committee to the House of Representatives, August, 1850, in favor of the establishment of a line of mail steamships to the western coast of Africa . . . designed to promote the emigration of free persons of color from the United States to Liberia; also to increase the steam navy, and to extend the commerce of the United States. With an appendix added by the American Colonization Society. Washington, Printed by Gideon and Co., 1850. 79 p.


411. Waddell, Hope M. Twenty-nine years in the West Indies and central Africa; a review of missionary work and adventure. 1829-1858. London and New York [etc.] T. Nelson and Sons, 1863. 681 p. illus., maps. Waddell was a missionary in Calabar, Nigeria.


Contents include: v. 2. Dei viaggi di Alvise da Cà da Mosto.
414. Asher, Georg Michael. A bibliographical and historical essay on the Dutch books and pamphlets relating to New Netherland and to the Dutch West-India Company and to its possessions in Brazil, Angola, etc. . . Amsterdam, F. Muller, 1854-67. 2 pts. in 1 v. illus., map.


Barbot, Jean. A description of the coasts of north and south-Guinea . . . See no. 314.


420. Du Chaillu, Paul B. Explorations and adventures in equatorial Africa; with accounts of themanners and customs of the people, and of the chase of the gorilla, crocodile, leopard, elephant, hippotamus, and other animals. London, J. Murray, 1861. 479 p. illus., map.


Livingstone, David. Missionary travels . . . See no. 474.


B. A. Beadle; and a résumé of the journey of MM. Monteiro and Gamitto, by Dr. C. T. Beke. Published by the Royal Geographical Society. London, J. Murray, 1873. 271 p. map.

A description of Portugal’s break from Spain, it includes information on Angola.


434. Torres, João Carlos Feo Cardoso de Castelo Branco e.. Memorias contendo: A biographia do Vice Almirante Luiz da Motta Feo e Torres; historia dos governadores e capitaens generaes de Angola, desde 1575 até 1825; Descriçao geographica e politica dos reinos de Angola e de Benguella . . . Paris, Fantin, 1825. 382 p. map.


SOUTHERN AFRICA

Descriptions of Cape Town and St. Helena.

and
Narrative of a voyage . . .
See nos. 310, 311.


Includes descriptions of Cape Town, and the inhabitants and natural history of that area.


444. ----- Travels into the interior of southern Africa . . . London, Cadell and Davies, 1806. 2 v.

445. ----- A voyage to Cochinchina, in the years 1792 and 1793 . . . To which is annexed an account of a journey, made in the years 1801 and 1802, to the residence of the chief of the Booshuana nation . . . London, T. Cadell and W. Davies, 1806. 447 p. illus.


Includes information on South Africa.


Lilly also has 1816 edition, Andover, Massachusetts.


Includes history of Prince Alfred's Guard in South Africa.


Lilly also has 1901 edition.


457. Extract of a letter from the Cape of Good Hope, relative to an expedition that has sailed against the settlement of Rio de Plata, in Spanish America. London, Printed by H. Reynell for C. Chapple, 1806. 19 p.
A proposal for the capture of Montevideo by the British navy, sailing from the Cape of Good Hope.
Printed previously in German (1692, Frick; 1688, Schweitzer) and Dutch (1694).  
 This copy with name form Schweitzer on title; other editions and authorities use Schweitzer.  
Relates the arrival of a shipping fleet at the Cape of Good Hope in 1680 for restocking of provisions.

Bound with Vera, Diarium nauticum . . . 1698.  
Includes information on southern Africa, especially the Cape of Good Hope, and Madagascar.


Contents include: G. L. Harrison Jr. "A shooting trip in north-western Rhodesia."


Lilly also has the second edition, London, 1888.


465. Hawkesworth, John. An account of the voyages undertaken by the order of his present majesty, for making discoveries in the southern hemisphere . . . Dublin, A. Leathley [and others] 1773. 3 v.  
Includes information on the Cape of Good Hope and the Madeira Islands.

Brief description of Dutch settlement at the Cape of Good Hope during a nine-day visit in 1659.

Impressions of South Africa and the Rhodesias.
   Includes information on South Africa.


470. A journal of a voyage round the world, in His Majesty's ship the Dolphin, commanded by the honourable Commodore Byron . . . by a midshipman on board the said ship. London, A. Millar and J. Hodges, 1784. 93 p.
   Includes brief descriptions of the natural history, European settlement and indigenous people at the Cape of Good Hope.


   Lilly also has "Nouvelle ed., revue, corrigée et considérablement augmentée . . . Paris, Chez Déterville [ca. 1794] "

473. Livingstone, David. The last journals of David Livingstone, in central Africa, from 1865 to his death, continued by a narrative of his last moments and sufferings obtained from his faithful servants Chuma and Susi, by Horace Waller . . . London, John Murray, 1874. 2 v. illus., maps.

474. ----- Missionary travels and researches in South Africa; including a sketch of sixteen years' residence in the interior of Africa, and a journey from the Cape of Good Hope to Loanda on the west coast; thence across the continent down the River Zambesi, to the eastern ocean . . . London, John Murray, 1857. 711 p. illus., maps.
   The "map of Dr. Livingstone's route" is folded in a pocket.


   Includes brief reference to the use of the Cape of Good Hope as a "seasoning ground" for troops to be stationed in India.


An account written by a British journalist, based upon information supplied by Livingstone himself; the text had appeared in the British Banner newspaper.

Neck, Jacob Cornelisszoon van. Zwo underschiedliche newe Schiffarten . . . See no. 428.

479. Orange Free State. A call to arms! Appeal to the burghers to rise as one man "Against the oppressor and violator of justice." From the president . . . Bloemfontein, 1899. 11.

A broadside. Signed at end: M. T. Steyn, State President, and P. J. Blignaut, Govt. Secretary.


481. ----- Double lives, an autobiography. London, Jonathan Cape [1943]

216 p.

An account by a poet who was born and grew up in South Africa.


Probable first English edition published the same year as the American edition.

Lilly also has the American edition, New York, 1901. "The Friend" was published at Bloemfontein in 1900.


485. Selous, Frederick C. Travel and adventure in south-east Africa; being the narrative of the last eleven years spent by the author on the Zambesi and its tributaries; with an account of the colonisation of Mashonaland and the progress of the gold industry in that country . . . London, Rowland Ward and Co., Ltd., 1893. 503 p. illus., map.


488. Stavorinus, Johan Splinter. Voyages to the East-Indies . . . Tr. from the original Dutch, by Samuel Hull Wilcooke. With notes and additions by the translator. The whole comprising a full and accurate account of all the present and late possessions of the Dutch in India, and at the Cape of Good Hope. London, G. G. and J. Robinson, 1798. 3 v. maps.

489. Theal, George McCall. Chronicles of Cape commanders; or, An abstract of original manuscripts in the archives of the Cape Colony, dating from 1651 to 1691, compared with printed accounts of the settlement by various visitors during that time. Also four short papers upon subjects connected with the East India Company's government at a later period, reprinted from colonial periodicals, and notes on English, Dutch, and French books published before 1796, containing references to South Africa. Cape Town, W. A. Richards & Sons, 1882. 428 p. maps.

490. Thunberg, Karl Peter. Travels in Europe, Africa, and Asia. Performed between the years 1770 and 1779 . . . by Charles Peter Thunberg . . . London, W. Richardson and J. Egerton [1793-95] 4 v. illus. Contents include: v. 1. A voyage to the southern parts of Europe, and to the Cape of Good Hope in Africa . . . v. 2. Two expeditions to the interior part of the country adjacent to the Cape of Good Hope . . .


EASTERN AFRICA

496. Almada, Francisco Vaz de. Tratado do sucesso que teve a nao sam Joam Baptista, e jornada que fez a gente que della escapou, desdetrinta, & tres graos no Cabo de Boa Esperance . . . Lisboa, P. Craesbeck, 1625. 95 p. (Coleção de naufragios, no. 3)

   The Portuguese original appeared in Lisbon in 1540 with title: Verdadera informaçam das terras do Preste Joam.
   Lilly also has Spanish translation by Thomas de Padilla (1561) and German translation (1576).


   Lilly also has 1604 edition.

   Concerns Mozambique.


Browne, William George. Travels in Africa . . .
   See no. 197.

504. Bruce, James. Travels to discover the source of the Nile, in the years 1768, 1769, 1770, 1771, 1772, and 1773 . . . By James Bruce of Kinnaird . . . 2d ed. corr. & enl. Edinburgh, J. Ballantyne, 1804. 8 v. illus., maps.


Campbell, John. The travels of Edward Brown . . . See no. 201.

Portuguese expedition to Abyssinia in 1541-1543.

508. Clemente, Claudio. Tabla chronologica de los descubrimientos, conquistas y otras memorias ilvstres . . . en la Africa oriental, India, y Brasil desde el ano de 1410 hasta el de 1640. [Zaragoa, Herederos de D. Dormer, 1676] 2 1.


Chapters on Mozambique.

Includes the author's Tractato del maximo Prete Janni pontifice & imperadore del [1] India et della Ethiopia, written between 1493 and 1495.

Includes the documents exchanged between the Emperor of Abyssinia and Pope Clement VII and Kingo João III of Portugal.


515. ----- Opvsvla aliqvot historicæ . . . (In Anghiera, P. M. d'. De rebus oceanicae . . . Coloniae, 1574, p. 449-665.)
Lilly also has another edition, Parma, 1629.

517. ----- Relation de ce qui s'est passé dans les Indes orientales en ses trois provinces de Goa, de Malabar, dv Iapon, de la Chine, & autres pais nouvellement descouuerts. Par les Peres de la Comapgnie de Iesus. Presentee a la sacree Congregation de la Propagation de la Foy par le P. Iean Maracci . . . Paris, S. Cramoisy, 1651. 112 p.
Includes relation of the Ethiopian mission.

Kumm, Hermann K. W. From Hausaland to Egypt . . .
See no. 365.

518. Lista das pessoas, que das cadeas desta corte saõ para o Estado da India, e Rio de Sena . . . 1755. 1756.
Cover title: Lista das degredados anno de 1755.
Bound with other pamphlets in volume entitled Relacao da India II.
List of convicts sent to Mozambique on the vessel Nao S. Francisco Xavier; each person is listed by number, together with profession, marital status, father, place of birth, age and number of years sentenced.

519. [Lobo, Jeronymo] A short relation of the river Nile, of its source and current; of its overflowing the campagnia of AEgypt, till it runs into the Mediterranea: and of other curiosities: written by an eye-witnesse, who lived many years in the chief kingdoms of the Abyssine empire.
Translated from Jeronymo Lobo's Itinerario by Sir Peter Wyche.

520. ----- A voyage to Abyssinia . . . With a continuation of the history of Abyssinia down to the beginning of the eighteenth century, and fifteen dissertations on various subjects, relating to the history, antiquities, government, religion, manners, and natural history of Abyssinia, and other countries . . . By Mr. Le Grand. From the French. London, A. Bettesworth, and C. Htch, 1735. 396 p.
Translated by Dr. Samuel Johnson.
Lilly also has 1789 edition.


523. Loureiro, Manoel Jose Gomes. Memorias dos estabelecimentos portuguezes a l'este do Cabo da Boa Esperança . . . Lisboa, Typographia
Includes several grammatical treatises by Ludolf, and a "Confessio fidei," by Claudius, negus of Ethiopia, 1523?-1559.

525. McCutcheon, John T. In Africa; hunting adventures in the big game country ... Indianapolis, the Bobbs-Merrill Company [1910] 402 p. illus., map.
"A great part of this material appeared originally in the Chicago Tribune."


527. Matos, Diego de. Copia de una carta que el padre Diego de Matos de la Compañía de Jesús escríue ... en que da cuenta a su paternidad del estado de la conversion a la verdadera religion christiana catolica romana, del gran imperio de Ethiopia, cuyo emperador es el Preste Iuan ... Madrid, L. Sanchez, 1624. 10 1.

528. Morejon, Pedro. Historia y relacion de lo sucedido en los reinos de Japon y China, en la qual se continua la gran persecucion que ha auido en aqüla iglesia ... Lisboa, Iuan Rodriguez, 1621. 193 1.
Includes material on the Catholic missions in Ethiopia.

529. Morigli, Paolo. Histoire de l'origine de tovtes les religions qvi ivsqves a present ont esté au monde ... traduit d'Italien ... Paris, Chez Robert Coulombel, 1578. 451 p.
Contains material on Ethiopian and Egyptian Christians.


Editio princeps, edited by Joannes Cuspiatus.
Prester John was first mentioned in this chronicle.
Pagitt, Ephraim. Christianographie ...  
See no. 260.

Running title: Prior's voyage in the Indian and Atlantic oceans.

Plickler-Muskaw, Herman Ludwig Heinrich. Aus Mehemed Ali's Reich ...  
See no. 266.

533. Recueil de divers voyages faits en Afrique et en l'Amérique ... Avec des traitex curieux touchant la Haute Ethyope, le débordement du Nil, la mer Rouge, & le Prête-Jean ... Paris, Ant. Cellier, 1684. 252, 49, 81, 253-262, 35, 23 p. illus., maps.  
Edited by Henri Justel.

Bound with other accounts in volume entitled Relaco da India II.  
Relates missionary activity in Mozambique.


539. Salt, Henry. A voyage to Abyssinia, and travels into the interior of that country, executed under the orders of the British government, in the years 1809 and 1810; in which are included, an account of the Portuguese settlements on the east coast of Africa ... a concise narrative of late events in Arabia Felix; and some particulars respecting the aboriginal African tribes, extending from Mosambique to the borders of Egypt; together with vocabularies of their respective languages ... London, Printed for F. C. and J. Rivington by W. Bulmer and Co., 1814. 506 p. illus., maps.
540. Sandoval, Alonso de. Naturaleza, policía sagrada i profana, costumbres i ritos, disciplina i catecismo evangelico de todos etiopes... En Sevilla, Por Francisco de Lira, impresor, 1627. 334, 81 1.

541. ----- Tomo primero de Instauranda Aethiopum salute. Historia de Aethiopia... Madrid, A. De Paredes, 1647. 520, [96] p. Revised and enlarged edition of his Naturaleza... "Tomo primero" only volume published.


São Bernardino, Gaspar de. Itinieario da India... See no. 571.


544. Sociedad Geográfica, Madrid. Descripción de los reinos, costas, puertos e islas que hay desde el Cabo de Buena Esperanza hasta los Leyquios, por Fernando de Magallanes... Publicadas por... Antonio Blazquez y Delgado Aguilera. Madrid, Establecimiento Tipografico de Torrent, 1920. 219 p. Based on an unpublished ms. of the Magellan expedition. Includes information on the eastern coast of Africa.

545. Sousa, Manuel de Faria e. Asia Portvguesa... Lisboa, H. Valente de Oliueira, 1666-75. 3 v. illus. Brief references to Portuguese territories in Africa, especially Mozambique.


547. Stanley, Sir Henry Morton. In darkest Africa, or, The quest, rescue, and retreat of Emin, Governor of Equatoria. New York, C. Scribner's Sons, 1890. 2 v. illus., maps.

548. ----- Through the dark continent, or, The sources of the Nile around the great lakes of Equatorial Africa and down the Livingstone River to the Atlantic Ocean. London, Sampson Low, Marston, Searle & Rivington, 1878. 2 v. illus., maps.

549. Telles, Balthasar. Historia geral de Ethiopia a alta ov Preste Ioam e do qve nella Obrraram os Padres da Companhia de Iesvs ... Coimbra, Manoel Dias, 1660. [40], 736 p. maps.

   At head of title: Jérome et Jean Tharaud.
   History and description of Ethiopia.

551. Varthema, Lodovico de. Itinerario de Ludonico de Varthema Bolognese ne lo Egypto ne la Suri ne la Arabia deserta & felice ne la Persia: ne la India & ne la Ethiopia ... [Venetia, Zorzi di Rusconi, 1517] 181 p.
   Lilly also has other editions (1522, 1523, 1526), Latin translation (1511) and Spanish translation (1520).
   Varthema stopped in Cairo, Zeila and Berbera on the Gulf of Aden, and the coastal cities of East Africa.

552. Veiga, Manuel da. Relaçam geral do estado da christandade de Ethiopia ... Lisboa, M. Pinheiro, 1628. 124 l.

   Vol. I first issued in 1797 under title: The voyage of Nearchus from the Indus to the Euphrates; v. 2 first issued in two parts, 1800-05, under title: The Periplus of the Eryrhean Sea.

   Travels in Abyssinia, South Arabia, Zanzibar, Kenya, Tanganyika, Uganda and Congo.
   Lilly also has the American edition, They were still dancing.
   New York, 1932.

   Travels in Kenya, Tanganyika and the Rhodesias.
   Lilly also has the American edition, Boston, 1960.


557. ----- When the going was good. London, Duckworth, 1946. 318 p. illus., map.
   Comprises all that the author wishes to preserve of the four books written between 1929 and 1935: Labels, Remote people, Ninety-two days, and Waugh in Abyssinia. Cf. Pref.

MADAGASCAR AND ISLANDS

Backhouse, James. A narrative of a visit to Mauritius and South Africa. See no. 441.


563. Dellon, C. A voyage to the East-Indies: giving an account of the isles of Madagascar and Mascareigne ... To which is annexed a Supplement taken out of Monsieur de Rennefort's History of the East-Indies ... London, D. Browne [etc.] 1698. 2 pts. in 1 v.

Translated from the French by Jodocus Crull.

564. Downing, Clement. A compendious history of the Indian wars; with an account of ... Angria the pyrate ... With an account of the life and actions of John Plantain, a notorious pyrate at Madagascar ... London, Printed for T. Cooper, 1737. 238 p.


Francisci, Erasmus. Erasmi Francisci Ost-und West-indischer ... See no. 347.

G. M. A. W. L. Pirma [sic] pars descriptionis itineris navalis in Indian Orientaliem ... See no. 459.

567. Matelief, Cornelis. Journael, ende historische verhael / van de treffelijke reyse / gedaen naer Oost-Indien, ende China, met elf schepen ... Uytghevaren in den jare 1605. En wat haer in de volghende jaren 1606,
1607, ende 1608, weder-varen is ... t'Amstelredam, J. Hartgers, 1648. 142 p.

Reprint of the "Historische verhael" in Commelin's compilation of "Begin ende voortgangh", without the additions therein made.

Brief description of Mauritius.


569. Relations veritables et curieuses de l'isle de Madagascar, et du Bresil ... Trois relations d'Egypte, & und de ... Perse. Paris, Augustin Courbé, 1651. 2 pts. in 1 v. map.

Contents include: [Pt. 1] Relation du voyage que François Cauche a fait a Madagascar. De la religion, moeurs, et facons de faire de Madagascar, ensemble des animaux que u sont. Colloque entre le Madagascarois & le Francois.


571. São Bernardino, Gaspar de, frei. Itinerário da India por terra ate este reino de Portugal, com a descripcam de Hierusalem. Lisboa, Officina de V. Alvares, 1611. 130 l.

Account of a journey from Goa to Portugal in 1605, which relates the author's shipwreck at Madagascar, and makes occasional critical remarks about the Portuguese role in East Africa.

572. Sibree, James. The great African island. Chapters on Madagascar. A popular account of recent researches in the physical geography, geology, and exploration of the country, and its natural history and botany; and in the origin and divisions, customs and language, superstitions, folk-lore, and religious beliefs and practices of the different tribes. Together with illustrations of Scripture and early church history from native habits and missionary experience ... With physical and ethnographical sketch maps ... London, Trübner & Co., 1880. 372 p. illus., maps.

Struys, Jan Janszoon. The perillous and most unhappy voyages ...
See no. 406.

Valentijn, François. Oud en nieuw Oost-Indiën ...
See no. 495.
ADDENDUM


574. Harris, Sir William Cornwallis. The wild sports of southern Africa; being the narrative of an expedition from the Cape of Good Hope, through the territory of the chief Moselekotse, to the tropic of Capricorn. London, J. Murray, 1839. 387 p. illus., maps.

575. Johnson, Sir Harry Hamilton. George Grenfell and the Congo; a history and description of the Congo Independent State and adjoining districts of Congo-land, together with some account of the native peoples and their languages, the fauna and flora; and similar notes on the Cameroons and the island of Fernando Po, the whole founded on the diaries and researches of the late Rev. George Grenfell, B. M. S., F. R. G. S.; and on the records of the Baptist Missionary Society; and on additional information contributed by the author, by the Rev. Lawson Forfeitt, Mr. Emil Torday, and others. London, Hutchinson & Co., 1908. 2 v. illus., maps.


Vocabularies: p. 901-1001.
Appendix to chapter XIII, "Anthropology," and to chapter XIV, "Pygmies and forest Negroes," by Dr. F. Shrubsall.


Includes "Itinerary"; "Vocabulary of the lolof, Poule, and Serrerre languages"; "Explanation of some terms in use in Africa,"


Children's book on British military operations in Africa during the 19th century.
Lilly also has 1779 edition.
Concerns tropical agriculture.

Concerns French political prisoners.

583. Tuckey, James Kingston. Narrative of an expedition to explore the River Zaire, usually called the Congo . . . in 1816, under the direction of Captain J. K. Tuckey, R. N.: to which is added, the journal of Professor Smith; some general observations on the country and its inhabitants; and an appendix . . . London, John Murray, 1818. [6], lxxxii, 498 p. illus., map.
Edited by Sir John Barrow.
Contents include introduction probably by Barrow, and as Appendix I a vocabulary of Malemba and Embomma languages.
MANUSCRIPT MATERIAL RELATED TO AFRICA

The following is a listing of those manuscript collections which contain some material on Africa, and a brief description of the relevant material.

Atiya gift manuscripts.
Arabic, Coptic, and Turkish manuscripts on papyrus and paper, ca. 700 to 1700 A.D. Gift of Dr. Aziz Suryal Atiya, Patten lecturer, Indiana University, 1957.

Berry manuscripts.
Papers of Burton Yost Berry, 1901- , diplomat. Reports and correspondence of a diplomatic nature, concerned with African affairs, Near Eastern affairs, Egypt, among other areas. This collection is restricted, and requires State Department approval before use. Material dates from 1946 to 1971.

Funk manuscripts.
Letters and papers of Joseph Potts Funk, 1837-1904. Several letters from his son, Austin Funk, doctor on the British ship Montreal to South Africa, 1901-1902, which include observations on the Boer War.

Nineteenth Century miscellaneous manuscripts.
An Ethiopian amulet, with an inscription in Amharic.

Stevens manuscripts.
Papers of William Arnold Stevens, 1839-1910, and his wife, Mrs. Caroline (Clarke) Stevens, 1834-1916. Diaries and letters of their trip abroad in 1882 and 1883, including descriptions of Egypt.

Wyndham manuscripts.
Letters written in 1822 by Charles Wyndham, 1796-1866, army officer, to his father Sir George O'Brien Wyndham, 3rd Earl of Egremont, and to Charlotte Wyndham, his sister, concerning his hazardous journey to join his regiment in India. These include a description of Egypt.
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